1. An unnamed motor vessel, Florida registration FL 4348D, registered in the name of Richard Cabrera, 866 W 53rd St., Hialeah, Florida, phone Tu 8-4818, was docked at the Ocean Isles Marina, Key Largo, Florida, during the afternoon of 11 April 63. This craft, which is 25 feet long with gray hull, green deck, no cabin, windbreaker-type windshield, two spotlights, and Chrysler marine engine, formerly docked at the Williams Chemical Company docks, 1130 NW 21st Ave, Miami.
2. THE FOLLOWING CREW MEMBERS ABOARD THE CRAFT CLAIMED TO 
BE WORKING WITH THE 30
NOVEMBER REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT: ROBERTO PARSONS RAMIREZ OF 
619 SW 7TH AVE., AND JUAN AMESTOY DOMINGUEZ AND LT. RUBEN 
NAVARRO ESCUL, BOTH OF 3136 NW 2ND AVE., MIAMI.

3. THE BOAT DEPARTED FROM
THE OCEAN ISLES MARINA FOR WILLIAMS CHEMICAL COMPANY DOCKS.

4. THE 30 NOVEMBER GROUP
DISCLAIMED THE FACT THAT THE CREWMEN WERE CONNECTED WITH THEIR GROUP.

5. DISSEM: CINCLANT, CINCARIB, CONNAKEYWEST,
STATE: FBI, CUSTOMS, BORDER PATROL, INS AND USCG.
CLASSIFICATION: DISSEMINATION CONTROLS (END OF MESSAGE)